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At most A/E/C firms, people are focused 
on delivering projects to clients on time 
and on budget. It’s not that they lack the 

desire to know what is going on; quite often, they 
are just too busy. When it comes to keeping your 
colleagues informed and boosting employee 
morale, an internal newsletter can be a valuable 
instrument in a marketing group’s tool kit. Marketing 
departments often begin an internal newsletter with 
good intentions, but then either the process gets 
too laborious or the communication channel simply 
doesn’t take off the way we intended. Here are 10 
sure-fire ways to ensure your newsletter makes  
a splash and doesn’t lose momentum. 

1. Build a Team 
If your firm is like most, you are probably the only internal 
communicator. So unless you have a cot parked under your desk, 
you probably don’t have 40 hours a week to invest in putting 
together a newsletter. Having a team dedicated to helping you 
will be pivotal to its success. Creating easy methods for people  
to contribute will help ensure you don’t end up going it alone. 
Create an editorial calendar in Excel each month and assign stories 
to people in your office. Give them a deadline and a word count. 
Writing can be a daunting task, especially if you receive a vague 
assignment. If you give people an approachable goal, you will be 
more likely to get positive results. “Tell me about the Main Street 
project in 300 words or fewer and explain some of the innovations 
behind it,” sounds a lot more do-able than, “I need you to write  
an article for the newsletter.”

2. Have a Plan
Will your newsletter come out every month or every quarter? 
Will it be a set number of pages every issue? Will you have a set 
number of rotating columns or sections? What software will you 
use to produce it? Using these questions as a basis for launching 

a newsletter will help you envision what your newsletter will look 
like and allow you to set realistic expectations around the time 
commitment it will require.

3. Let Them Be the First to Know
Are you rolling out a new program, entering a new market, 
or having a strategic hire join your firm? Give your CEO the 
front page to announce major programs, initiatives, or whatever 
happens to be on their mind. Keep the article concise by letting 
it span only your newsletter’s front page so employees will be 
encouraged to read the entire message. The tone of the article 
should be very conversational with topics spanning your firm’s 
corporate social responsibility program to any key initiatives  
your CEO is involved in. 

Is your CEO too busy to commit to this schedule? Write the 
articles for her or him! Besides getting a half-hour every month 
to talk to your CEO, you can help brainstorm topics, conduct an 
interview, and ghost-write the article—all of these steps will make 
your CEO’s commitment to a monthly message a no-brainer. 

4. Celebrate Your Colleagues
People love to see their name in print. Is one of your colleagues 
going to be presenting at an event or moderating a forum? Did 
anyone recently publish an article? Not sure where to promote 
those new hires or employee anniversaries? Do a round-up in  
each newsletter with a clearly marked section for each of these 
tidbits of info.

5. Take Advice from the Pros 
If people aren’t reading your newsletter, the way it looks might be 
partly to blame. Ask yourself: Does your newsletter look bland?  
Are you relying too heavily on free clip art? Break out of the mold. 

If your firm does not have one, invest in a no-frills, point-and-
shoot digital camera. Take photographs at events, or ask people  
to take photos for you if you are not on site during a ribbon  
cutting or a presentation. Good photography ought to be one  
of your top priorities. 
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Next, ask your graphic designer to invest a couple hours to  
make a template for you that you can easily modify. Then use 
that template for every issue and tap the artist for help when  
you have a special spread or need a special graphic. To create  
this template, do your homework. Buy a few magazines that  
you think have good layouts. Keep checking magazines out in 
your spare time—study fonts, use of white space, use of photos. 
They’ll give you a ton of ideas for your next killer spread. 

6. Stock Up
Ever hear that idiom, “Save your pennies for a rainy day?”  
Why not follow suit when it comes to your newsletter? Having 
a stockpile of ideas, photos, and interviews in your back pocket 
can be the next best thing to having a bunch of reporters out 
there gathering stories for you. There will be weeks when a steady 
stream of news, photographs, and article ideas magically stream 
right into your in box; other weeks, vacations or deadlines will 
weaken that flow to a mere trickle. Keep a folder called “future 
article ideas” to file the non-time-sensitive article suggestions and 
photos people send you. Use them during your “rainy days.” You 
will be able to stick to a regular publishing schedule when you 
actually have things to report.

7. Make Every Word Count
In poetry, there are haikus and then there are epic poems like 
Beowulf. While each can be equally effective in communicating, 
they do so using very different methods. Think of this when 
putting together the stories in your newsletter. Does something 
need to be turned into a full story or will an extended photo 
caption do the trick? Sometimes 50 words is as effective as 750 
in conveying an idea. If your newsletter is chock-full of long, 
meandering articles, there is a good chance you are putting most 
of your readers to sleep. If you have striking photography of a 
project or fun photographs of an employee event, consider letting 
the photo or a montage tell the story and lean on a brief caption to 
supplement additional information. Your readers will thank you! 

8. Advertise
As soon as your newsletter gets published, send it through a 
companywide email, and also make sure to print a few hard 
copies and place them around high-traffic spots such as the 
reception area or the tables in your kitchen or break room. Ask 
your human resources department to insert your newsletter in 
the informational packets they hand out to candidates. At one 
company, I heard from many new employees that the newsletter 
did a great job in conveying the entrepreneurial and vibrant work 
environment. Make that newsletter work for every department. 

“When all is said and done, how many people read your newsletter will be  
 a testament of how effective your publication is.”

9. Reuse, Recycle
We are surrounded by a whirlwind of information every day.  
Don’t be afraid to repurpose items even if they have been circulated 
in an email or posted on your intranet; it is highly likely that 
some information will go unnoticed by a large percentage of your 
audience. Just don’t forget to get creative; an email can lack the 
flourish of how you would say something in a newsletter. Make it 
consistent with the voice of your publication.

10. Analyze
It’s hard to gauge whether something is working without doing 
a temperature read. With an abundance of affordable online 
surveys—Constant Contact and Survey Monkey are some of the 
popular ones that come to mind—use them to see how you are 
doing. What’s more, the survey results will provide you a metric 
for your return on investment. Three years into serving as the 
editor-in-chief for one newsletter, I decided to make adjustments 
along the way like adding a Q&A featuring a different employee at 
the end of each issue. This section was an experiment and, luckily, 
wildly popular. Through reviewing the survey results, I also found 
that half the people polled loved the project briefs in the newsletter. 
Prior to distributing the survey, I wasn’t sure if our project briefs 
were being read because no one had ever mentioned them to 
me. Take the data received from that survey and use it to make 
improvements to your newsletter. When all is said and done, the 
number of people who read your newsletter will be a testament  
of how effective your publication is. 
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